Unmasking the WEF-UN ‘Young Global Leaders’ behind the Emperor with No Cloths

Expose the Trudeau, Carney, Freeland - Young Global Leaders and Strong City - UN Networks
Young Global Leaders of World Economic Forum who are embedded in all our Government(s)

Understanding this single truth reveals the whole Evil Covid: Great Reset Debt Program
planned for Canada and western nations. When we throw out Trudeau we also need to
make damn sure we throw out Carney, Freeland, Singh & other Young Global Leadersp
By: William Eye on The Hill – 2 minutes before midnight - Feb 12, 2022
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A salute to the Truckers - 10 wheelers with four hundred horse power of might to deliver the
freedom army and protesters to peacefully take over the Capital - to give Canadian’s a voice for
freedoms and rights again. Thank you and all supporting groups; pro-police, RCMP and OPP
members, lawyers, scientist all united together to shut down all unlawful covid mandate orders
and people’s freedoms and rights under Constitution Charter of Rights written into law in 1982.
Much like the American Revolution of 1776, now we have the North American Freedom 2022
Revolution against the same enemy within the City of London aka BAR Temple Crown Corp(s),
originally set up by the ‘English/Dutch East India Company’ who control the Bank of England
and western central banking system through their Bank of International Settlements in Basel,
Switzerland; World Economic Forum in Davos and the CIA, WHO of United Nations in Geneva.

Great sign in April 2021, when the Police in Ontario said no to random vehicle stops.
Canadian police refuse provincial order to make random stops amid COVID-19 surge
https://www.reuters.com/world/americas/canadian-police-refuse-provincial-order-make-random-stops-amid-covid-19-surge-2021-04-17/

April 17 2021 - (Reuters) - Police in cities across Ontario refused to make random stops
greenlighted by the provincial government seeking to impose a stay-at-home order amid a surge
in COVID-19 cases. Toronto, Ottawa, Hamilton, Windsor and at least 19 other municipal police
forces said they would not conduct random vehicle or individual stops though they had been
given the power to do so. "The Toronto Police Service will continue to engage, educate and
enforce, but we will not be doing random stops of people or cars," the force said on Twitter.
It was even a greater sign of hope to see members of the RMCP formed ‘Mounties For
Freedom’ and other agents against federal and provincial covid mandates. 1,000’s of police
members have joined with other partners, agencies, military, federal/provincial departments,
lawyers, scientist, doctors, nurses who have formed a very large alliance to back the Trucker’s
Freedom Convoy 2022 around Canada and in the Ottawa Capital.
https://www.mounties4freedom.com/partnerships
As Constitutional Lawyer Rocco Galati said, the Federal, Provincial and Municipal Police and
Military are not employees of the government but special agencies of the Crown - Queen
Elizabeth who represents the Territorial Corporation protection of Canada - not the Municipal
Corporation under the Vatican gone astray and hijacked in each province by the City of London,
World Health Organization and World Economic Forum via their YG Leaders in Canada.
The military and police of Canada are not allowed to rise up against their governments so they
have given the independent Truckers a free clear passage-way on the Queens highways to
overrun and occupy the federal-municipal Capital and borders for her majesty crown of the
territorial corporation of Canada. The Federal and Provincial Municipal government(s) were
hijacked by the WEF-Young Global Leaders, Corporations and the WHO, representative Dr.
Tam and her health agents in each province with the use of their paid media news.
Stand your ground peaceful Truckers & protesters - you have great forces standing behind you.
Start by exposing Ottawa Police Chief Sloly, who worked on Vaccine Tracking System for Feds
https://nationalfile.com/ottawa-police-chief-worked-company-built-vaccine-tracking-system-feds
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Unmasking the WEF-UN ‘Young Global Leaders’ behind the Emperor with No Cloths
Truckers Freedom Convoy & the F_ck Trudeau slogan’s is just the tip of the larger iceberg in
Canada that needs to be fully exposed: The Progressive Neo-Liberalism WEF-SCN UN agenda.
Young Global Leaders
One must understand Trudeau is just an empty face emperor with no cloths. His Deputy Prime
Minister Chrystia Freeland, also Deputy of Finance, wheels much more power and policy
making than little potato head Trudeau. Freeland became a Young Global Leader member of
the World Economic Forum (WEF-UN) in 2005, while Trudeau was still just a radio host.
Freeland got her training from Klaus Schwab and her mentorship years with George Soros.
Then you have mighty finance expert Mark Carney who advises Freeland on financial policies
and the WEF/UN Great Reset. Harvard educated Carney got his training at Goldman Sachs in
Boston. Carney was the past Governor of Bank of Canada (BOE), Bank of England (BOE) and
Chairman of the Bank of International Settlements (BIS) in Basel, Switzerland. These two
behind Trudeau are more the back bone to Trudeau’s progressive Covid UN-World Economic
Forum (WEF) Government/Corporation Partnership. They and their YGL Cabinet need to be
called out and protested to be removed at the same time Trudeau is removed.
Like Pierre Trudeau, Justin is just a face of the progressive neo-liberal system….a puppet to his
masters who could cut his strings as collateral damage – Just a fall guy manchurian candidate.
Is Trudeau a false-front fall-guy planned by the system (by the Carney and Freeland Circus)
for public appeal and sense of freedom for people before they crash the economic system?
“the urge to save humanity is almost always a false-front for the urge to rule.”
Again, Mark Carney has represented the Bank of Canada, Bank of England and the key Bank of
International Settlements - which was originally set up by William Donovan of the OSS (nazi’s)
in America, who also set up the CIA intelligences to protect their banking cartel (FED/BOE/BIS).
Carney is a big wig finance expert for the present WEF-UN Covid ‘Great Reset’ Debt Program
for Canada and the other G7 nations controlled by the FED/IMF.
Understand, why Trump is all for the Trucker Freedom Movement in Canada to help expose and
bring down the present corrupt Federal and Municipal governments in Canada, and Mark
Carney who controls the strings for FED/BOE/BIS/BOC structure transfer to the WEF/IMF/UN.
Is Mark Carney the second most Dangerous Person in Canada?
http://jerryhirsch.ca/2021/06/08/is-mark-carney-the-second-most-dangerous-person-in-canada/

Mark Carney, former Governor of the Bank of Canada and former Governor of the Bank of
England may be setting himself up to join the Liberal Party to eventually replace Justin Trudeau
as their leader.
Peter Foster quotes H.L Mencken who said that “the urge to save humanity is almost always a
false-front for the urge to rule.” Carney has been a proponent of the “Great Reset” which says
that the crisis caused by COVID pandemic provides a once in a life time opportunity to not just
‘regulate climate’ but to provide a more diverse and inclusive woke world. Foster indicates that
Carney draws his inspiration from, among others, Marx, Engels, Lenin (surely this is a concern!)
with the difference that ‘private society’ (aka WEF-UN Public/Private Partnerships ‘PPP’) should
be a partner in reshaping the government, economy and society according to Carney.
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What’s hiding within the government(s) structures that the public need to know NOW?
Half of Trudeau’s Liberal Cabinet are trained ‘Young Global Leaders’ members for the World
Economic Forum (WEF) and their Covid Agenda: Great Reset Debt Program. All eyes should
be on Chrystia Freeland, member since 2005. There are also many trained WEF Young Global
Leaders within each Party: Jagmeet Singh NDP, Michelle Rempel Garner, and Andrew Scheer
PC’s…and many more.
Klaus Schwab boasts about getting Justin Trudeau and most of his cabinet on his WEF
Team - 'Young Global Leaders' Program
https://rumble.com/vta2f7-klaus-schwab-boasts-about-getting-justin-trudeau-and-most-of-his-cabineton.html?fbclid=IwAR2mwW4nucpfklfv4bi9EH8lG_2j5NC9LTWZKjEYq9HjbMokTNxi6n6ZyDQ

Schwab: “What we are very proud of are the young leaders like Prime Minister Trudeau… ‘He
penetrates the cabinets’ and I know that more than half his cabinet are Young Global Leaders,
members for our World Economic Forum.”
To understand the present global Economic - covid global reset agenda that was inflicted on
nations around the world. For 25 years Young Global Leaders have been trained by the WEFUN agenda and embedded into our parliaments; federally, provincial & municipal governments.
…Also the Corporations, Media Communications, Industry, Unions, Education and Health.
To understand the last 2 year covid agenda and the WEF-UN crimes against humanity, hear
this Opening Statement by Dr. Reiner Fuellmich (Lawyer) at Day 1 of the Grand Jury
Proceedings (Nuremburg 2.0) gives an overview and list of experts to testify later to the jury.
Day 1 Date: February 5th, 2022
https://rumble.com/vu6l65-dr.-reiner-fuellmichs-opening-statements-at-day-1-of-the-grand-juryproceed.html?fbclid=IwAR0n9npVWT11MymyfuEomDRYQIvibxn0xpATc44Fzf7Typk6PcVKl845qyk

@ 3:20 min Fuellmich talks about the WEF –UN connection who took over western nations with
their covid trained ‘Young Globalist Leaders Members embedded in governments and media.
People need to protest this more with their signs in Ottawa, call out and educate others about
the ‘Young Globe Leaders’ in all our political Parties, media, education and health who are
working for the WEF-UN agenda - not for Canadians and our Constitutional Charter of Rights.
Next…. Truckers and freedom Protesters need to understand why, the municipal City of Ottawa
and their police are so desperate to shut down the truckers because of their hidden agenda to
protect their municipal turf and deal they made with the UN-WEF ‘Strong City Network’ agenda.
On Friday, November 15, 2019, a group of 24 organizations and departments of Ottawa
announced the formation of a local coalition called United for All. Led by the City of Ottawa. As
its first milestone today, Ottawa Mayor Jim Watson and the City of Ottawa’s leadership signed
the Strong Cities Network (SCN) agreement as the largest coalition of organizations to join the
UN-WEF world network. Being a SCN member will allow the city and ‘United for All’ to access
research data, capacity-building supports and learning resources, as well as a training hub.
The launch of this coalition is United for All’s first step to publicly stand up against issues like
racism, homophobia, Islamophobia, anti-Semitism, violence against women and more
https://strongcitiesnetwork.org/en/launch-of-united-for-all-coalition/

Who have we heard saying these words lately…Trudeau, calling out peaceful freedom
Canadians as racist, has exposed him and Singh’s divisive script of Progressive Neo-Liberalism.
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Progressive Neo-Liberalism is Dead…their covid agenda completely exposed them
Trudeau Twitter: “Today in the House, Members of Parliament unanimously condemned the
antisemitism, Islamophobia, anti-Black racism, homophobia, and transphobia that we’ve
seen on display in Ottawa over the past number of days. Together, let’s keep working to make
Canada more inclusive.”
The progressive left Liberals, NDP and Bloc are all using the same scripted hymn book of racist
‘ISM’s against Conservatives, then anti-vax and now the Freedom Truckers and Protesters…
The Media, Liberals and NDP are all calling out the working and middle class Canadian
Freedom Protesters and calling their free speech Racist. The gig is up…their Progressive neoLiberalism is Dead….their covid agenda exposed them but not their Great Reset debt plans yet?
Strong City Network - are a new global police force controlled locally (city) by the UN
All the Ottawa City council and departments under SCN agreements needs to be exposed for
who they are as SCN, WEF-UN and their agreements cancelled. The Municipal City of Ottawa
is their last line of protection for the progressive Governments; Liberals, NDP and Bloc agenda
under the WEF/IMF/UN Government/Corporation Partnership agreements.
Others SCN cities are Montreal, Calgary and Edmonton in Canada. Ottawa being a training Hub
SCN WEF-UN - United for All - Ottawa Mayor: Jim Watson
- City Council: Diane Deans… Chair of the Police Service Board
- Chief of Police: Peter Sloly
Corrupt Ottawa Police Chief tied to Pfizer, FBI and World Economic Forum-UN
https://www.bitchute.com/video/t7wcUDnrvQKI/?fbclid=IwAR3d14fP-tXRloNkGj7sBea_HoVHJS-2PH5-vSRGH_VF4WEmleJxTLpiiwQ

Diane Deans (chair) is who gave the order to the Mayor to phone the Prime Minister and
GoFundMe to stop them funding the Truckers or be sued. She called the trucker movement
‘mercenaries’ and her tone of hateful scripts against the truckers and peaceful protesters. Same
negative comments from the Mayor and the Police Chief too. Important, Diane being the Chair
of the Police Service Board, advises everyone on behave of the SCN WEF in ‘Lock Step’ with
the Great Reset Debt Program. UN Global control under - Public /Private Partnerships (PPP).
https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/gofundme-freezes-canadian-freedom-convoy-campaign-funding-video/

Strong City Networks are a new law-enforcement body whose laws will govern participating
cities, including New York, Atlanta, Denver, and ‘Minneapolis,’ that have already signed on as
members. Minneapolis: were the rioters burned down the city and said as a marxist slogan
"defund the police", which the (SCN) Mayor, told the local police to stand down and let the
rioters go and do their thing for the Globalist agenda.
Law-enforcement measures for these cities will dovetail with or emanate from the Institute for
Strategic Dialogue and the United Nations, not from the U.S. Constitution and locally elected
officials and the laws governing them. In her remarks at the unveiling of this new organization,
Attorney General Lynch claimed that the new arrangement would work toward being “an
alliance of nations” and would aspire to be “a global community.”
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The Strong Cities Network, therefore, should be known as a nascent global police force
controlled by the United Nations. Where central or global authority doesn’t govern police power,
it is ‘controlled locally.’ When it is controlled by a national or international governing body, as it
was in the hands of Germany’s Gestapo, the Soviet Union’s KGB, or the ruling body in a
communist-led country, tyranny reigns.
https://thenewamerican.com/beware-of-the-strong-cities-network/

Call out all the Progressive Neo-Liberalist WEF/SCN/UN Globalist in our Governments
Peaceful Canadian Protesters and especially those in Ottawa need to protest and make their
voices and signs loud, exposing all the Young Global Leader Trudeau and Chrystia Freeland and
half their cabinet. Also, Jagmeet Singh and Michelle Rempel Garner….and in Bloc and Greens.
Canadian Citizens and protesters in Ottawa also need to expose the City of Ottawa and their
arranged agreements with the ‘Strong City Network’ of the WEF-UN agenda.
Governments have unlawfully taken away Constitutional Charter Rights and Freedoms
Justin Trudeau tells you everything you need to hear
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f9QxdpkcL0k
Trudeau: “Regardless the fact that we are attacking your fundamental rights or limiting your
fundamental rights and the Charter says its wrong. We are still going to go ahead and do it.”
Call out the Covid-19 Agenda and Great Reset before possible 2022 Global System Crash
People need to understand there are other possible dangers coming by the end of this month or
into March like the covid 2020 crash of the Global system which a QE4 bailed out the system
(Government/Corporations Partnerships) managed funded by BlackRock - to JP Morgan/ FED.
What does China's 'Evergrande' real estate developer and the Chinese domestic economy have
to do with the Canadian Pension Funds that have major investments in China?
Possible Bad news coming for Canadian Pensioners with another forced crash of the economic
system in late Feb to end of March! The Great Leveling aka The Great Reset.
The Evergrande bankruptcy and other Chinese companies will be the trigger for a planned
collapse of the global financial system,” a CIA source says noting the widely publicized
problems of the $1 trillion indebted....and Evergrande is “just pocket change.”
Among events “yet to come,” may be the fall of the communist regime in China...It turns out
China’s real debt is now an astonishing 833% of GDP or $118 trillion. This is because they have
built the equivalent of 27 Empty New York Cities.
2020 - Canadian Pension Money Keeps Pouring into China as Risks Escalate
Beijing only too eager for foreign capital to prop up Chinese economy
https://www.theepochtimes.com/canadian-pension-money-keeps-pouring-into-china-as-risksescalate_3375198.html#:~:text=Canadian%20Pension%20Money%20Keeps%20Pouring%20Int
o%20China%20as,the%20People%20in%20Beijing%20on%20Dec.%2018%2C%202018.
(also google - CPPIB invests into china for other references)
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The Canada Pension Plan Investment Board (CPPIB) runs one of the world’s largest pension
funds, with assets of $434.4 billion at June 30. It and two other big Canadian pension funds,
including the Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan, remain strongly bullish on China despite plenty of
reasons not to be.
The CPPIB said in 2018 that it aimed to ramp up investments in China to 20 percent by 2025,
even as annual Canadian investment in China has been declining since peaking in 2008.
The CPPIB reported nearly $15 billion (4 percent of the fund) is held in Chinese currency—the
renminbi—in its 2020 annual report.
At its fiscal year-end on March 31, the CPPIB held Alibaba shares worth $2.5 billion—its thenlargest holding of a single company. The CPPIB has reportedly since accumulated $2.7 billion in
another large Chinese company—Tencent—the social media giant that runs WeChat. Tencent
has assisted Beijing in censorship and surveillance, facilitating its human rights abuses, while
WeChat is controlled by the CCP and actively spreads disinformation while suppressing
information that’s critical of the Party.
In its annual report, the CPPIB highlighted a US$375 million investment in Tencent Music
Entertainment Group, an online music platform operator in China. The CPPIB’s investments in
two Chinese companies that make video surveillance equipment—
It was also a major participant in Baixin Bank’s recent stock issuance, according to Chinese
media. China’s banking system is rife with bad loans, and their banks are beholden to the CCP
and not their investors.
“Despite four decades of promised liberalization, the Communist Party-state retains the ability to
intervene decisively in China’s banking system to achieve desired outcomes,” begins the
report’s summary.
This could take the form of lending to unprofitable state-owned enterprises and running the risk
of more bad loans—a conflict of interest that jeopardizes returns for investors. Beijing
desperately wants to hold on to U.S. dollars to buy raw materials and make overseas purchases
The CCP China ‘House of Cards’ will crash the CPPIB pension funds on our Canadian shores in
possibly next month… so Carney, Freeland and Castro need to be called out within next month.
The western banking and financial systems of the elite Zionist illuminati families have planned
this Great Reset - leveling for the last 20 yrs. through their Bar temple crown corporation, City of
London, Bank of England and the Bank of International Settlements in Basel, Switzerland with
the help of their CIA agencies and the World Economic Forum and IMF of the United Nations.

Mark Carney is a key player in this planned global: Great Reset Debt program on our
sovereignty of Canada and G7 nations. For 6 years Trudeau’s ‘Post Nation State’ government
has been making major deals with the UN, as Public Private Partnerships and doubled the debt
through their covid agenda by selling the sovereignty of Canada to the IMF, by the WEF, for the
UN central control.
Carney is a member of the Group of Thirty, an international body of leading financiers & academics,
and of the Foundation Board of the World Economic Forum. Carney attends annual meetings of the
Bilderberg Group since 2011.
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Since 2020 - Carney was appointed as United Nations special envoy for ‘climate action and finance’
as he prepared to step down as governor of the Bank of England in March 2020. In January 2020,
UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson appointed Carney to the position of finance advisor for the UK
presidency of the - COP26 UN Climate Change conference (with the help of Chrystia Freeland).
As of October 2020, Carney is vice chairman at Brookfield Asset Management where he leads the
firm’s environmental, social and governance (ESG) and impact fund investment strategy.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_Carney
Emperor Trudeau has always said what his government is going to do with Canada
When I heard what newly elected PM Trudeau said in 2015, - I knew Canada was in big trouble.
It meant that Canada’s sovereignty and people were being sold to the UN Agenda 21-30 control
system. In late 2015 Justin Trudeau told the New York Times that Canada is becoming a new
kind of country, not defined by our history or European national origins, but by a “pan-cultural
heritage.”
“There is ‘no core identity’, ‘no mainstream’ in Canada,” Trudeau said, concluding that he sees
Canada as “the first post-national state.”
Even the New York Times called the suggestion “radical.”
https://torontosun.com/2016/09/14/trudeau-says-canada-has-no-core-identity
Then these remarks: Trudeau admires China's dictatorship
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eqnmfNiaM-Y
Woman’s group asked him to comment on which country he admired most, Trudeau replied:
“There’s a level of admiration I actually have for China because their basic dictatorship. I am
admired by China's dictatorship allows them to actual turn their economies around on a dime
and we need to go greenest, fastest, we need start, yknow, investing in solar. There is a
flexibility that, I know Stephen Harper must dream about, of having ‘a dictatorship’ that he can
do everything he wanted that I find quite interesting.”
When Trudeau opens his mouth he actually tells you who he is and what he’s doing.
He isn’t called little potato by the CCP communist Chinese for nothing and it’s not because
he’s Pierre’s son but actually he’s the son of Fidel Castro of communist Cuba. China CCP
know fairwell, to honor communist Fidel Castro not his step-father Pierre Trudeau, thou a good
neo-liberalism communist leader himself but not Justin’s son. They hope Justin Castro, the
‘Little Potato’ member will plant more progressive neo-marxist YGL ‘potatos’ into Canada.
Corrupt Trudeau Government and their Hate Speech Crimes
Trudeau’s government have created major crimes since 2016 and gets away with them. But
since their covid agenda started they have taken corruption to a whole new level with their
media control over freedoms and free speech. Media censorship is beyond measure calling the
anti-vax or anti-mandate and peaceful freedom convoy protesters racist. They have exposed
their scripted progressive hymn book of hate crimes against freedom loving Canadian people.
Trudeau breaks Hate Speech Law Section 319(2) Section 319(2):
Promoting hatred—makes it an offence to willfully promote hatred against any identifiable
group, by making statements (other than in private conversation). The Crown prosecutor can
proceed either by indictment or by summary process. The maximum penalty is imprisonment of
not more than two years.
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Trudeau: “We all know people who are deciding whether or not they are willing to get
vaccinated, and we will do our very best to try to convince them. However, there is still a part of
the population (that) is fiercely against it.
“They don’t believe in science/progress and are very often misogynistic and racist. It’s a
very small group of people, but that doesn’t shy away from the fact that they take up some
space.
“This leads us, as a leader and as a country, to make a choice: Do we tolerate these
people? Over 80% of the population of Quebec have done their duty by getting the shot.
They are obviously not the issue in this situation.”
So what he is saying…. the people of Quebec are not the problem and questioned – its whether
the rest of Canada needs to “tolerate” the unvaccinated misogynistic and racist.
https://westernstandardonline.com/2021/12/trudeau-calls-the-unvaccinated-racist-andmisogynistic-extremists/
Trudeau continues to use the same hate ‘isms’ to dishonor peaceful Freedom Convoy 2022
Protesters in Ottawa……because they won’t and can’t meet with the movement representatives
and science experts because the government can’t debate their crony covid science mandates.
So what does Trudeau do and their news media police follow do… lie, lie, lie and censorship.
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Trudeau: “The small fringe minority of people who are on their way to Ottawa, who are holding
unacceptable views that they are expressing, do not represent the views of Canadians,”
He reiterated that “his government will uphold the “values of the country,” and will stand on
the side of science to protect each other.” That, said Trudeau, said this is the only best way
to ensure Canada’s freedoms, rights, and values.”

The fact, Trudeau is now paraphrasing Hitler exposes him and his Progressive Neo-Liberalism
Cabinet corruption for the last 6 years. and their covid agenda fully reveals the Emperor and his
little ‘fringe potato group’ (half his cabinet) of Young Global Leaders have no Canadian cloths on
behind the curtain. They work for the Global elite banking and UN Word Economic Forum.
Footage from the Trudeau Bunker, as Fuhrer, realizes his agenda is crumbling before his eyes.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/g0kR6v39QnFk/?fbclid=IwAR0Oeymxw4KLG3cM0mP0J5KwVQ
bmNgW_4Ddxorw0focB46PYuFhuTH3tFJk
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George Soros who mentored Klaus Schwab, Mark Carney, Chrystia Freeland and Justin Trudeau

A look at Soros 10 points of ‘Open Sociality’ takeover – anyone can see it happened in Canada

Trained Soros and Schwab’s Young Global Leaders took over Canada’s Federal sovereignty

Keep your eyes on Mark Carney, he is the ring leader of the financial Great Reset: Debt Program
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This is a list of notable members of the Forum of Young Global Leaders (But not all of them).
Each member is asked to join the forum for a five-year period. Members were identified with one
of six categories: business, political, intellectual, arts and culture, societal, and opinion.
WEF - Biography: Justin Trudeau
https://www.weforum.org/people/justin-trudeau
•

Chrystia Freeland, Canadian deputy PM and finance minister
Justin James Trudeau, Canadian Prime Minister
Jagmeet Singh, leader of Canada’s Marxist NDP
Andrew Scheer, Leader, Conservative Party of Canada, Canada
Michelle Rempel, Member of Parliament; Canada
Francois-Phillipe Champagne, Canadian minister of innovation, science, and industry
Karina Gould, Minister of Democratic Institutions, Canada Government, Canada
Terry Beech, Canadian politician
Melanie Joly, Minister of Heritage; Canada
Ailish Johnson Campbell, was assistant deputy minister for international business
development and chief trade commissioner of Canada from 2017 to 2020
Brian Gallant, leader of the Liberal Party, Legislative Assembly of New Brunswick; Canada
James Moore, Minister of Industry, Industry Canada; Canada
Tim Wu, senior advisor, Federal Trade Commission; Canada
Scott Brison, Minister of Public Works and Government Services; Canada
John R. Baird, Minister of Environment of Canada; Canada
Naheed Nenshi, mayor of Calgary; Canada

•

Renée Maria Tremblay, Senior Counsel, Supreme Court of Canada, Canada
Payam Akhavan, professor of law, McGill University Faculty of Law; Canada

•

Kirstine Layfield, director of Programming, CBC Television; Canada
George Stroumboulopoulos, broadcaster, CBC Television; Canada

•

Shahrzad Rafati, founder and chief executive of Broadband TV Corp.,
Nolan Watson, who is the chair and CEO of Sandstorm Gold Metals and Energy,
Michele Romanow, Co-Founder & President, Clear Finance Technology Inc - Clearbanc
Ailish Campbell, vice-president of Canadian Council of Chief Executives
Alison Loat, co-found & executive director of Samara, promote democratic participation
Marc Kielburger, co-founder, Free the Children and 'WE' for-&non-profit charities; Canada
Shauna Robertson, founder, CrowdRise; Canada
Cheryl Perera, founder and executive director of OneChild Network; Canada
Johann Olav Koss, president and chief executive officer, Right To Play International;
Tyler Brûlé, chairman/creative director, Winkorp; Canada
Irshad Manji, president, Project Ijtihad; Canada
Samantha Nutt, founder and executive director, War Child; Canada

•

•

Zoe Keating, cellist and composer; Canada

From: List of Young Global Leaders around the World
https://www.informedchoiceaustralia.com/post/wef-and-their-young-global-leaders-program
Expose all this Young Global Leaders in Canada…all Liberal’s NDP, PC, Bloc, Green’s, and those in
business, intellectual, arts/culture, societal, and opinion…..Young Global WEF Leaders - Got to Go!
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Added update – Feb 13 2022
Interesting times
Ontario Supreme Court Judge H. McLean puts a temporary injunction for honking in Ottawa but not against
the assembly of peaceful Truckers and protesters citizens protesting in Ottawa.
But Ford ....declares 'State of Emergency' in response to trucker convoy on border and also in Ottawa.
•

Ford said “we are now two weeks into the siege of the City of Ottawa. I call it a siege because that is what it is; it’s
an illegal occupation. This is no longer a protest. With a protest, you peacefully make your point and you go back
home.
Ontario Ford Government doing an unlawful end-run around the supreme court justice system...to defund
the trucker movement....but the court stated the peaceful truckers and protesters have a right to protest in
Ottawa...
...Peaceful assembly will win over their unlawful orders...more people are starting to understand this.
Feb 12 2022 - Freedom Convoy "Make no Mistake about there intentions"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLHGHfpZLsE
Herbert Hildebrandt speaks to us about the unprecedented and treasonous actions of the Ontario Attorney General,
Doug Downey, against the donations of GiveSendGo to the trucker’s protest. This must be shared with all freedom
and liberty loving people across the world tonight.
Mounties 4 Freedom - Partners and Agents
https://www.mounties4freedom.com/partnerships
Its great to know many members of the RMCP have joined ‘Mounties 4 Freedom’ and OPP members and
other agents against the federal and provincial covid mandates. 1,000’s of police members have joined
with other partners, agencies, military, federal/provincial departments, lawyers, scientist, doctors, nurses
who have formed a very large alliance to back the Trucker’s Freedom Convoy 2022 around Canada and
in the Ottawa Capital.
Feb 11 2022 - Freedom Convoy Asking All call Veterans For Assistance
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwKcgni-upI
Former Canadian military & police call on veterans & retired police to come to Ottawa and support the truckers.
Gathering the peace troops who serve and protect our Constitutional Charter of Rights
Mr. Trudeau is in a stalemate dilemma because he won't be able to call in the military or most of the RCMP and
OPP if people are peaceful because they will not help them and hopefully Ford too - Most military and police are
fully against all the unlawful government covid mandates.... except the municipal Ottawa police, who are members
of the WEF-UN 'Strong City Network' (SCN) Global police....
Feb 11 2022 - Canadian

Army Major Stephen Chledowski breaks ranks and speaks out

https://odysee.com/@TrueCreditor:1/Army_Major:2?fbclid=IwAR1XblmjHvepjaj6sOsVAUf0akch6LyKQgsyb0W_cWrN4S_3xbgX7DN_3E0

*Important Uplifting Message - worth the listen to know mighty forces back up the Freedom Convoy
Remember his important statement: The

Queen honors your Constitutional Charter of Rights...
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But what has happened over the last 2 years, the Federal, Provincial-Municipal governments have chosen a well
planned set of Covid-WHO/WEF measures to take away Canadian's freedoms and rights.
Important positive understanding...the military and police force members are not employees of these
governments. They are special agents to the Crown, the Queen, who controls the Territorial of
Canada, which controls the military, police and roadways, waterways (and I think borders?). So, the
military and the law enforcement police don't take orders from their government(s)...and the Queen
honors your Constitutional Charter of Rights written in to law in 1982.

Brian Peckford helped write the Charter. Now he says the government is violating it.
https://tnc.news/2022/01/28/he-helped-write-the-charter-now-he-says-the-government-is-violating-it/
Former Newfoundland premier Brian Peckford is the last surviving of the first ministers
involved in the drafting and adoption of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms in 1982. This
week, Peckford announced he’s suing the government over its vaccine mandate for air
travel, arguing it violates Canadians’ mobility rights, as well as the rights to life, liberty, and
freedom from discrimination.
The Queen honors your Constitutional Charter of Rights.....Lawful Peaceful

protest wins the Game

Peaceful Canadian Freedom Fighters Stand Together ...On Their Parliament Hill
Light Hearted: Thanks to the Canadian Freedom Convoy 2022 - Truckers are Winners
https://rumble.com/vupips-canadian-freedom-convoy-is-winning.html?fbclid=IwAR1GoCYyQ7yNZrEyEZ5UBlZP9AbqAII06HZviHU3YZv2jsaFMfwL2WeiZ0A
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Feb 14 2022 - The US Corporation may Implode this Week
https://benjaminfulford.net/2022/02/14/the-us-corporation-may-implode-this-week/
If all goes well, the satanic parasitical entity known as the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Corporation will go bankrupt and implode this week. If that happens, then a domino effect will
result in the removal of the blackmailed, bribed and brainwashed fools posing as leaders in
other G7 countries. The US Corporation missed an external payments deadline on January
31st. They were given until this week to come up with the money or be cut off from the borrowed
money they need to stay in business.
Even if the US Corporation once again pulls a dirty trick to kick the bankruptcy can down the
road, the people are in open rebellion against their corrupt and incompetent rulers.
The growing rebellion by Canadian military against their compromised top commanders.
We were sent this quote about the situation regarding Trudeau by a Mossad source and even
though we do not know who said this, it is worth passing on:
It is not Trudeau’s choice to step down or to attempt to stay. It is the decision of the World
Economic Forum (WEF). This is a critical decision that will affect the entire world. This is not a
battle for just Canada, it is a battle for the World. This is the first domino of corruption and if it
falls, the entire plan of the WEF fails because all the corrupt dominos will fall if they are forced
out of power. Leaving them in power is simply a short respite for the People.
Frankly, the WEF cannot afford for Trudeau to step down. If he falls, Biden falls, Australia falls,
New Zealand falls and all of Europe falls. Then the rest of the world joins in.
The sane world is crazy not to make Ottawa the hill they will die on and not give in. It is an
opportunity unexpected. Probably an opportunity that will not come again.
The Truckers are truly the People’s Army. Where else could you quickly assemble such a
strong, younger Army to possibly confront the Globalist Tyranny Army? It is an Army everyone
else can join and get behind. Half the Globalist Tyranny Army will desert them and join the
Truckers if they appear to succeed in Ottawa.
Truckers can win this, but it will take support from everyone. There is a window of opportunity
that will not stay open forever. Time is not on our side.
The WEF is not going to go without a fight or without having great fear that they will be smashed
by this worldwide movement. Even then the WEF members will be sorely afraid of ending up
like Mussolini hanging in the Milan Square and will fight to avoid that.
I think people greatly underestimate the overall importance of Ottawa and underestimate the
difficulty of overcoming Trudeau. He and the WEF simply cannot afford to lose. I fear also that
the People of the world cannot afford to lose in Ottawa. It will likely be the People’s last battle if
they lose Ottawa.
I do not agree that this is only about a non-violent confrontation. I don’t think the WEF will fold
because of a lengthy non-violent protest of a few thousand truckers. They have been working
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on this tyranny plan for a 100 years. I think they will fold only if they are clearly weaker in
strength than the People’s Army.
Whether it is non-violent or violent confrontation, for either way to succeed requires great power
standing behind the Truckers with obvious reserve waiting behind them. This means the WEF
must act now before the People’s Army grows too large with strong reserves. I expect action by
the WEF soon to squash this uprising. This is not about Trudeau, this is the WEF plan in place
around the world. Everyone must be ready to heavily support the Truckers and step into the
battle if they are attacked.

What these Canadian patriots need to do is demand the top brass and WEF Canadian
government provide proof that Covid -the excuse they are using to force toxic vaccinationseven exists. We have previously asked Health Canada, the WHO and the CDC among many
other places to provide even a single specimen of Covid (Certiticate Of Vaccination ID) virus
and they have not been able to.
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Instead, we have the Vaccinator in chief Pfizer CEO Albert Israel Abraham Borla saying they
are basing their vaccines on a fake virus: “We didn’t study the ‘real’ virus, but a virus that we
built in the lab.”
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